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On December 3rd, the vibrant hostlers of Genesis Global
School embarked on a delightful cycling trip at the
Okhla Bird Sanctuary. Covering a distance of
approximately 30 miles, the students navigated scenic
trails, immersing themselves in the beautiful
surroundings. The journey not only promoted physical
activity but also promoted a strong sense of
camaraderie among the participants. The Okhla Bird
Sanctuary proved to be an ideal setting for a day filled
with adventure, laughter, and unforgettable memories.
The cycling expedition was a perfect blend of fitness
and fun for the spirited students, led by the head of
residence Mr. Randolph, Vice principal Mr. Pradeep,
Gaurav sir and Sylvester sir, tshering ma'am, cynthia
ma'am, dichunnung sir and zarina ma'am with full
enthusiasm.

On December 2nd, Genesis hostlers embraced the
delectable delights of a Momo Party, savoring the
mouthwatering treats and relishing a joyful time
together. Amidst bites and laughter, the students
immersed themselves in the festive atmosphere, with
spontaneous moments of dancing and singing adding
to the merriment. The Momo Party not only satisfied
culinary cravings but also became a memorable
occasion where food, fun, and camaraderie converged,
creating an unforgettable experience for the lively
Genesis hostlers.
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On December 9th, the creative spirit of
Genesis Global School hostlers came to life in
a festive Christmas art and craft session with
Ms. Pratibha. Armed with paper, colors, and
threads, the students delved into a world of
imagination, crafting charming Santa Claus
artworks. The classroom buzzed with laughter
and holiday cheer as each creation took
shape. Ms. Pratibha's guidance added an
extra touch of magic to the session, making it
a heartwarming celebration of creativity and
the joyous spirit of Christmas for the Genesis
hostlers. 

On the 16th and 17th of December, the Genesis
hostlers reveled in the vibrant atmosphere of the
Kukdukoo Lit Fest. Amidst the literary festivities, the
students indulged in ice cream delights, adding a
sweet touch to the experience. The fest featured
engaging stalls and games, providing a perfect blend
of entertainment and cultural exploration. Notably,
the event was made possible by the dedicated efforts
of volunteers such as Ayush Singh Bhadoria, Vedant
Malothra, Soumya Bhangar, Soumil, Abhigyan Gupta,
Aarna, Vardhman Gupta, Shristi, and Sanjana
contributing to the festive spirit enjoyed by all.
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Boarders Night dazzled with a rich display of talents, spanning dance to
music. The children's vibrant performances left everyone in tremendous
joy. Pradeep Paul sir and Mitson sir shared their views and were both
awe-struck by the impressive showcase of budding talents. The event
not only celebrated the students' artistic flair but also highlighted the
school's commitment to nurturing a holistic development environment.
Boarders Night stands as a testament to the vibrant creativity thriving
within Genesis Global School's hostel community.
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